Nature Scavenger Hunt

Find:
___ Wild Flower
___ Dead tree
___ Tree stump
___ Pine cone
___ Berries
___ Stream or creek
___ Green grass
___ Smooth/shiny rock
___ Mud
___ Pine needles
___ Acorn or other nut
___ Hole in a tree
___ Green leaf
___ Rock with many colors
___ Fungus on a tree
___ Animal track
___ Caterpillar or worm
___ Mammal
___ Bird
___ Reptile or amphibian
___ Butterfly or moth
___ Feather
___ Bird’s nest
___ Insect
___ Animal hole in the ground
___ Animal scat
___ Evidence of the presence of people

Listen to:
___ Leaves under your feet
___ Wind in the trees
___ Sound of an insect
___ Bird singing
___ Water running in a creek

Feel:
___ Tree bark
___ Wind blowing on your face

Smell:
___ Flower
___ Mud
___ Green grass
___ Fresh air

Watch:
___ Leaf falling to the ground
___ Wind blowing the leaves
___ Clouds going by
___ Sunlight coming through trees
___ Reflection on water